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ABSTRACT 

The apparent radiance of surface features 
which an arbitrary spacecraft measures differs from 
the intrinsic surface radiance of the object, 
because of the presence of intervening terrestrial 
atmosphere bounded below by the horizontally nonuni
form albedos of non-Lambertian surface in rugged 
terrain. The removal of such atmospheric effects on 
remotely sensed data improves the accuracy of the 
classification of the ground objects not only in the 
unitemporal but also in the multitemporal images. 
The applications for these data have been found in 
many disciplines, but their usefulness in areas of 
mountainous terrain is limited by the topographic 
effect on deblurring, i. e., the effect of terrain 
orientation on the determination of the ground 
reflectance law. 

In the present paper it is shown how to solve 
approximately and effectively the boundary condi
tions in rugged terrain. It is physically approxi
mated using a global approach that includes (i) the 
effect of terrain orientation, consisting of the 
direct and diffuse radiation in connection with 
shadow, (ii) the irradiance effect from the adjacent 
terrain, and other effect. Such physical reduction 
seems to be tractable so that the simultaneous 
solution of the nonlinear Riccati-type integro
differential equations governing the scattering and 
transmission functions with the topography-dependent 
boundary conditions is numerically carried out via 
the high-speed digital computers. 

Key Words: Atmospheric correction, topographic 
effect, rugged terrain. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the theory of radiative transfer, the 
angular distribution of radiation emergent from the 
top of the finite, vertically inhomogeneous and 
anisotropically scattering atmosphere bounded below 
by the horizontally inhomogeneous albedos of the 
ground has been theoretically and approximately dis
cussed by several authors (cf. (2), [3), [5) - [14), 
[16) - (19), [21), (22), [24) - [30)). Up to now 
the approximate solutions of the multidimensional 
transfer equation have been analytically and numeri
cally implemented. However, the topographic effect 
on the spectral intensity of radiation from space 
has not been so analytically evaluated, because of 
the difficulty of solving simultaneously the equa
tion of radiative transfer, together with the 
boundary condition based on an interaction of 
radiation due to effect of the terrain orientation 
and the adjacent slopes. In this paper it will be 
theoretically shown how to compute effectively the 
topographic effect on the satellite-level luminance 
observations, i.e., the effect of solar position, 
atmospheric composition, terrain orientation and 
adjacent slopes on spectral response from nadir
pointing sensors. 

BASIC EQUATIONS 

In the case of rugged terrain, the effect of 
atmospheric attenuation is extremely variable. 
Under good visibility conditions we can build an 
atmospheric model, governing the amount and distri~ 
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but ion of the scattered light. However, an interac
tion of atmospheric radiation with the ground gives 
rise to difficulties due to the reflectance proper
ties of the ground and its topographic shape. 
Because of the difficulty of an independent analysis 
of the light attenuation in the atmosphere and on 
the ground, only under certain circumstances could 
both processes be analyzed separately. 

While the ground in flat terrain can be 
thought to be horizontal, in mountainous terrain the 
combined effect of reflection processes and surface 
orientation should be allowed for. In other words, 
in addition to the atmospheric attenuation effect, 
we should allow for the variable surface orienta
tions and its structures, which are the properties 
of mountainous terrain covered with vegetation (or 
soils). It should be mentioned that an allowance 
for the topographic effect is limited because of the 
computational difficulty of determining exactly all 
the reflection properties in rugged terrain. 

In this section we consider a three-dimension
al radiative transfer model consisting of an atmo
sphere bounded below by a non-flat reflecting layer 
with nonuniform albedo distribution. Suppose that 
the top z=z, of a plane-parallel, vertically inhomo
geneous, anisotropically scattering atmosphere of an 
optical thickness T, is uniformly and monodirection
ally il~uminated by parallel rays of a c?nsta~t net 
flux rrF per unit area normal to the d~rect~on of 
propagation. Let the upwelling intensity of radia
tion emergent in the direction Q from the level 
z(Oszsz,) at horizontal rectangular coordinates 
(-oo<x,y<OO) be denoted by I(z,x,y,+Q). In the above 

Q stands for (0=cos-'v, 1/», where 0 is a polar angle 
measured from the outward normal and ¢ is an azi
muthal angle with respect to an arbitrary horizontal 
axes. Let the level-dependant phase funct ion be 
denoted by p(z;Q,Q'). The equation of transfer 
appropriate to this case, i.e., governing the 
diffuse radiation field takes the form 

Q·V I(z,X,YiQ)+a(z)I = J(z,X,Yi Q) (1 ) 

where oo<x,y<oo, dQ' = dv'dl/>', and Q,VI is the direc
tional derivative of I in the direction Q, and the 
J-function is the source function, depending on the 
coordinate and the face direction. 

The source function takes the form given below 

o(z) 

[
Ii 2," 

p(z,Q,Q' ) 
-I 0 

J(z,X,Yi Q) 
4rr 

o( z) 
I(z,x,Yi Q' )dQ'+ Fe-'/up(z,Q,Qo)+ 

4 

+ ~flj2," 
4 rr 0 0 

(2 ) 

In Eq. (2) o(z) = the volume level-dependent 
scattering coefficient and the phase angle 4rr under 
the integral sign represents an integration of the 
integrands with respect to the polar angle from 0 to 
rr and that with respect to the azimuth over the 
whole horizontal angle. 



Furthermore, T(or Ts} is the optical depth 
corresponding to the altitude z(or zs}; the optical 
thickness Tl is often used as an independent vari
able instead of the geometrical thickness ZI' In 
Eq. (2) the R(~'~/~;n}-function is the radiation 
quantity emitted in the direction n(G,¢} from the 
target point (zs,xs,Ys) on the rugged terrain. The R
function takes the form 

~ Jo

1 

J2
0
" R(ZslXs,Ysin)=~ 

x I (zs'xs' Ysi-n ' ) v' dv' d¢ '+uFe-TS
/

U 

(3 ) 

where p is the bidirectional reflectance function 
and furthermore I-function is the downwards intensi
ty of radiation at the target (XsIYsI zs) . 

In order to accurately classify the sensed 
radiance data, i.e., the satellite-level radiance of 
a high spatial resolution, we should allow for such 
factors as target position (zs,xsIYsl, polar and 
azimuthal angles (~,~) and the bidirectional 
spectral reflectance of these surfaces, in addition 
to the solar position, atmospheric composition, and 
the adjacency effect (i.e., the reflectance of the 
surrounding) . 

Such global information is contained in the 
form of isoelevation contour lines in geological 
maps and also in the digital terrain data on a 
computer compatible magnetic tapes. In the case of 
high-altitude imagery the radiometric correction due 
to the peculiarity of the reflectance characteris
tics seems to be small compared with that due to the 
low altitude imagery. 

In Eq. (3) the bidirectional reflectance law at 
the target changes horizontally and vertically. In 
other words it is assumed that the reflection at 
each point xs'Ys on the ground Zs is expressed in 
terms of the bidirectional reflectance function 
(BDRF) p. The p-function defines the angular 
reflectance law at each point on the ground, i.e., 
the probability distribution of reflection from an 
incident direction -n' into direction n. In other 
words, the scattered photons in the flat terrain 
only emerge into the upward hemisphere. In the 
simplest case it is given by the Lambertian law 
being independent of the angular argument. For 
example, an empirical photometric function was 
proposed by Minnaert (cf. (15)}, i. e., the scene 
bidirectional reflectance factor, 

p (A, e, i) = P (A.) cOSk(A)-l icosk(A)-le, (4) 

where A is the spectral wavelength, k the Minnaert 
constant being related to the surface roughness, i 
an incidence angle and e an exitance angle. 

Put the emergent radiance I-function of the 
generalized Chandrasekhar's planetary problem in 
terms of the three-dimensional scattering function 
S(ZI,X,Yin,no) f 

I (z]fx,y in ,no) =FS (z]lx,y in,no) j4v. (5 ) 

Then, on making use of Eqs.(1)-(3), after 
somewhat lengthy analytical arguments (cf. (24) , 
(26)), we get the following partial differential
integral equation for the scattering function 
S(zl,x,y/n,no) as below, 

a S 

as 
+ (tanGsin¢+tanGosin¢o) - + 

ay 

+ a(z,) (~ + ~)s " a(z,) [P(Z,;O,-Oo) + 

as 
+ 

ax 
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J 
~" 

S(Z]fX,Yin,n" )p(zl;-n" ,-no) ---
41f 2" v" 

+ 

+ 41f J 
2" 

dn I 

p ( Z 1 In, n I ) S ( Z , 1 , X , Yin' , Qo) -- + 
v' 

+ 
J

"" J"" r J S(ZI,x-xl,Y-Ylin,n ' ) x 

161f2 _"" _00 J2" 2" 

dn' dQ"] I 

v" 
(6) 

v' 

together with the initial condition 

(7) 

Even with the aid of high-speed digital 
computers, it does not seem easy to get the numer1-
cal solution of Eq. (6). In the next section it is 
shown how to get the numerical approximation of the 
ground albedo in rugged terrain with the aid of the 
one-dimensional scattering and transmission func
tions, allowing for the mean adj acent effect. In 
our preceding papers (cf. (9)}, we discussed the 
boundary condition in terms of the rendering equa
tion governing the Hopf-type of Fredholm integral 
equation. In next section for reference model 
rendering is discussed. In the rugged terrain the 
simultaneous solution of the transfer and rendering 
equations is not easy in Cartesian coordinates. In 
section 4 we discuss the approximation, allowing for 
the adjacent and topographic effect. 

MODEL RENDERING 

The apparent radiance of high spatial resolu
tion based on surface features by spacecraft depends 
on a number of factors such as the solar position, 
atmospheric composition, reflectance of backgrounds 
surrounding the target (adjacency effects), and the 
terrain slope. The accurate classification of the 
sensed radiance data requires the allowance of these 
effects. Up to now, based on the reasonable atmo
spheric models, the adjacency effects have been 
evaluated by allowing not only for the diffuse 
reflector but also for the non-Lambertian surface. 
Recently, an allowance of the topographic effect has 
been approximately taken into account by combining 
the adjacent effect with the terrain elevation data 
(cf. (3), (9), [10), (12), (14), (18), (19), (21), 
(28),} • 

In general, the atmospheric effect in rugged 
terrain should be evaluated in allowance with the 
topographic effect and the bidirectional reflectance 
law of each target pixel. In other words, the 
generation of images through application of photon 
scattering to models of objects and surrounding 
media is what we refer to here as "model rendering" 
(cf. (9), (11),). Let us discuss the energy in a 
radiation field due to emission of light, transmis
sion through a nonhomogeneous nonscattering medium, 
and multiple reflections at various surfaces in the 
medium. The aim is to compute the intensity of the 
radiation coming from various directions and regis
tering in an image plane in certain cells called 
pixels. It is assumed that phase, frequency and 
other temporal aspects can be neglected. Let us 
introduce the functions as below. 

i(G,~)=intensity of radiation at a point 
x travelling in a direction whose polar 
and azimuthal angles are G and ~. 

l=distance between points x' and x, 
p(x,x ' ,x" )=fraction of light travelling 

from a surface element at x" and arriv-
ing at a surface element at x that is 
scattered by a surface element at x', 



e(x,x')=energy per unit time per unit 
area at x due to energy emitted at x', 

g(x,x')=geometric factor that takes into 
account intervisibility between points 
x' and x' as well as the spreading of 
energy from a point source: 

0, if there is no clear line of 
sight between x and x', 
=1/T2

, otherwise, where T is the 
distance between x and x'. 

Introducing the function I which is a measure 
of the radiation at x due to radiation coming from 
x I, 

I(X,X' )=i(0 ' ,rp' )cos0cos0 ' /T2, (8) 

then, I governs the integral equation 

I(X,X' )=g(x,x ' )+ {e(x,x ' )+ 

+J.P(X,X',X")I(X"X")dX" } (9) 

The integral is over S, all the surfaces of all the 
objects in the problem. 

This discussion is based on Kajiya ([11)), who 
calls I the transport intensity. The quantity I has 
units of energy per unit time per unit area of 
source per unit area of the scatterer. I f the 
medium between surfaces participates in the scatter
ing, then the intensity of radiation satisfies an 
integro-differential equation (see, (1), (5), (12)). 

Approximate solutions: There are various 
approximations to the solution of the integral 
equation. The integral equation is approximated as 
a sum and the resultant linear algebraic equations 
are solved via infinite series, orders of scatter
ing, and "ray tracing". It should be noted that 
these approximations do not attempt to compute the 
total radiation field but, rather, they only deter
mine the components due to one scattering, two 
scatterings, etc. 

In the case of diffuse reflector, the radios i
ty approximation is useful, because the surfaces 
have not angular dependence on the bidirectional 
reflectance function. Then the radiosity B(x'), is 
defined to be 

dB (x' ) dx' integral over hemisphere 

[I(0' ,¢' )cos0' Jdw 

dx' integral over S[I(x,x')Jdx. 

The radiosity is determined by computing the 
total integrated intensity. This is an intensive 
computation because of involving numerous intervisi
bility calculations. The integral equation was 
solved by a Monte Carlo method with multidimensional 
sequential sampling by Kaj iya whose results were 
compared with the ray tracing approximation. 

In our preceding paper (cf. (9)), we discussed 
the boundary condition in terms of the rendering 
equation governing the Hopf-type integral equation. 
Even though in the rugged terrain the Neumann 
solution of the rendering equation can be approxi
mated by a few terms, the simultaneous solution of 
the transfer and rendering equations is not so easy 
in Cartesian coordinates. Then, in next section we 
discuss an approximation for the adjacent and 
topographic effects. 

ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION IN 
RUGGED TERRAIN 

In general, the atmospheric effect in rugged 
terrain should be estimated in allowance with the 
bidirectional reflectance law of each target pixel 
in association with the revised rendering equation. 
In other words, the bidirectional spectral reflect
ance law depends on the terrain elevation and 
position, polar and azimuthal angles of the normal 
to the surface in a pixel, the angles of incidence 
and reflection in a pixel. 

To evaluate exactly the atmospheric effect in 
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rugged terrain is very difficult. In this section, 
we approximate the atmospheric and topographic 
effects by ignoring variations in ground reflection 
due to the inclination of the target. Based on 
Lowtran standard atmospheric model ([4)), the 
scattering and transmission functions have been 
evaluated. 

Defining the mean adjacent effect, we have the 
following approximation for the target ground albedo 
A( ([9)): 

A( = [Io/Js-(P-V)A.2-(Q-W)A-R)j/X (10) 

x 
_F f2"f I e 7 [B (Y, v) YrrFe-7

/
U+ 

4v 0 0 

T(Tiw,u,¢/_¢O) 

x B(Y(w,v))Y(w,v)dwd¢'J, (11) 

Where A is the mean background albedo, B(Y,v) is the 
bidirectional reflectance distribution function due 
to Minnaert, Js,L(,P,Q,R,V, and Ware respectively 
radiance coefficients which can be computed from the 
S-, s*-, and T-functions as below (cf. Kawata et al. 
1988 (13)). 

Thus 

A = -Q+ I Q2_4P(R-IobS)/2P, 

B(Y,v)=(k+1) (Yv)k-112rr, 

Y= 

1 
COOS0 

for 

for 

cos0 ~o, 

cose ~o, 

cose =uv+ 11-u2 11-v2cos (¢,,-¢o) , 

R=FS(T;n,no)/4v, 

W=exp j-: i L(, 

L(= j u exp {-T}+ ~ f T(T in' ,no)dn I } 

t u 4rr 2" 

Q= {exp 1-: i + 

P= _1 {exp ,-T ( + _1 f 
4 rr2 , ( v ~ 4 rrv 2" 

T* (T i 0. I , no) dn' } JsL( 

J s= f f S*(Tin',n")dn'dn", 
21r 21f' 

exp(-T Iv) 
V= 

(12 ) 

(13 ) 

(14 ) 

(15 ) 

(16 ) 

( 17 ) 

(18 ) 

(19 ) 

(20 ) 

(21 ) 

(22 ) 

Furthermore 1000 is the observed radiance at top, S
and T-functions are respectively the scattering and 
transmission functions. 

Thus the COS-IV is the zenith angle of the 
normal to the target surface, ¢ is the azimuthal 
angle of incoming radiation, and ¢. is the direction 
of the maximum slope at the target. 

If we denote the tilt angle of the target 
surface as a, then we have 0n=a. Since the values 
of a and ¢n can be computed from the elevation data 
for a given rugged terrain, we can obtain the values 
of Y at each target location, those values depend on 
the height of the target, whereas in Eq. (14) the 
explicit dependence on the height of the target does 
not appear. In a flat terrain we have Y=u because 
a=O. The zero value of Y corresponds to the case 
where no direct solar illumination is available at 



the target point. 
The S- and T-functions in Eqs. (10) and (11) 

are the initial value solutions of the following 
Riccati type of nonlinear integro-differential 
equations, whose numerical values can be obtained 
with the aid of the high-speed electronic computers 
(cf. (1), (7), (21). 

)~ + ~I S (T ;n,n,) + ~ =1 (T) [P(T ;n,-n,) 

+ ,:L 
+ ,l. 

dn" 
P (T;n ,n")s (T ;n" ,no) 

v" 

dn' 
S (T ;n,n')p (T ;-n' ,-no)_-

v' 

+ S(T;n,n')p(T;-n',n") 

+ 

+ 

+ 

dn'dn"] , 
x S (T ;n" ,no) 

v'v" 

exp(-T/U) J T (T ; n ,n ' ) P (T ;-n ' ,n,) 
4rr 

2" 

exp(-T/V) J p(T;n,-n" )T'(T;n" ,-n,) 
4rr 2 .. 

1:,r Jh L T(T;n,n)p(T;-n',-n") 

dn 'dn" } 
x T* (T ; n" , no) 

v'v" 

dT 
T(T;n,no)+ _=l(T) 

v dT 

dn" 
p(T;-n,-n" )T(T;n" ,no)--

v" 

exp(-T/U) 

L + S (T ; n, n ' ) p (T ; n ' , -no) 
4rr 

+ -- J,.L S(T;n,n')p(T;n',-n") 
16rr2 

dn 'dn,,] 
x T(Tin" ,no) ---

v'v" 

dn' 

v' 

dn" 

v' 

dn' 

v' 

(23 ) 

(24) 

(25) 

In Eqs. (23) through (25) T is the optical thickness 

J 

zl 

T = 0 a(z)dz, (26) 

and A(t) is the ratio of the scattering and trans
mission coefficients, i.e., A=o/a. 

Equations (25), (26) and (27) should be solved 
subject to the initial conditions 

S (0,. n , no) = 0, 
and 

T(O,-n,no) 

T*(O;n,no) 

o 

o 

(27) 

(28) 
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Furthermore, the S, T, S* and T* functions satisfy 
the reciprocity relations 

S(T;n,no)=S(Tino,n) f S*(T;n,no)=S*(T;no,n) (29) 

and 

(30) 

It should be noted that the bidirectional 
reflection law and the rendering equation have not 
been analytically taken in to account for the above 
discussion. In our later paper an interaction of 
the scattered and reflected radiation on the rugged 
terrain will be analytically discussed. 

Eq. (10) is the basic equation which removes 
both the atmospheric and topographic effects from 
the Landsat data covering a rugged terrain, whereas 
the adjacent effect due to the background albedos 
has not been allowed for. Eqs. (10) and (11) have 
been used for the production of a shaded relief 
image in the classification ground albedo map from 
the Landsat computer Compatible Tape in the Kanazawa 
area, Japan. It provides a good example for quali
tative analysis. 

APPLICATION AND RESULTS 

In order to test the Minnaert assumption by 
our radiometric correction model, we selected the 
mountainous area near Kanazawa City, Ishikawa 
Prefecture, Japan. The elevations of the study site 
range from about 300m to 1600m. The Marine Observa
tion Satellite (MOS-1) MESSR data taken on June 18, 
1987 was used in this analysis. The MOS-1 MESSR has 
the same wavelength bands as Landsat MSS with the 
spatial resolution of 50m. The solar zenith angle 
at data acquisition was 24 degrees; solar azimuth 
was 117 degrees. Within the study site there are 
three small lakes. A 320 x 390 Digital Terrain 
Model (DTM) with the same grid size of MESSR data 
was used for the geometric rectification. This DTM 
was made at our laboratory by digitizing the geo
graphic map of the study site published by National 
Geographic Institute of Japan (a scale of 1:25000). 
A midlatitude summer model and a rural aerosol model 
with a horizontal visibility of 23km (corresponding 
to a clear sky) are adopted in the computation of R 
and T functions, and radiance coefficients. The 
atmospheric parameters for these models were ob
tained from Lowtran 6 code (Kneizys et al. 1983). 

Figure 2 is the histogram equalized image of 
the study site (320x290 pixels) with 16 gray levels 
based on original band 4 data (showing strong 
topographic effects) of MOS-1. In the case of 
Minnaert model we need to determine an appropriate 
value of Minnaert coefficient k. Because the 
variations in observed radiances in mountainous 
areas are believed to be primarily due to changes in 
slope inclination at the reflecting target, we can 
expect to have a constant albedo for forests of a 
single species after the removal of the topographic 
effect is done. We compute average albedos and its 
standard deviations of a selected brown birch forest 
area (located in the center of the study site) for 
different values of k between 0 and 1. The appro
priate value of k is so chosen that we have a 
minimum standard deviation in albedo estimation of 
such selected area. We found k=0.63 for band 4 as 
an appropriate Minnaert coefficient for a brown 
birch forest. The computed albedo distribution 
image based on the Minnaert reflection model with 
k=0.63 is shown in Figure 3. In this albedo image 
the removal of the topographic effects is success
fully demonstrated. The computed albedo cross 
section (dotted line) along the 167th line, together 
with the CCT data cross section (solid line) along 
the same line are shown in Fig. 4. From this figure 
we can see a considerable flat albedo cross section 
along this line with a mean albedo A=0.53. This 
result is quite reasonable, because the ground cover 
along this line is a single category of brown birch 
forest. The foregoing results indicate the reflec
tion by rugged terrain vegetation (mostly deciduous 
forest) follows Minnaert' slaw, rather than Lam
bert's law. 



The 
1) 

2 ) 

3) 

conclusions of this study are as follows: 
In this study we have developed a new 
analytical correction method for rugged 
terrain data which allows the use of the 
more general Minnaert reflection law at 
the ground surface. 
We demonstrated the validity of the 
proposed method for the MOS-l MESSR 
image data. 
We found that the reflection by rugged 
terrain vegetation (mostly deciduous 
forest) follows Minnaert's law, rather 
than Lambert's law. 

DISCUSSION 

In this paper, based on th~ multidimensional 
theory of radiative transfer ~n the vertically 
heterogeneous atmosphere bounded by the vertically 
and horizontally inhomogeneous background, we 
discussed analytically and approximately the reflec
tion of radiation by rugged terrain vegetation 
(mostly deciduous forest) based on Minnaert's law. 
The validity of the proposed method for the MOS-l 
MESSR image data is shown. In other words, it is 
shown that the multidimensional theory of radiative 
transfer is useful for the analysis of multispectral 
data obtained from space. 
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Diffuse reflection of rays at targets. 

The band 4 image of the study site with 
16 gray levels taken on June 18, 1987 by 
MOS-l 
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Fig. 4 

The same as Fig. 2, except it is based 
on the computed albedo values by 
assuming Minnaert reflection law with 
k=0.63 
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PIXEl NuMBER 

The ground albedo cross section (dotted 
line) along the 167th line, together 
with the CCT data cross section (solid 
line) along the same line. The 
horizontal axis represents the column 
number. The vertical axis represents 
either the digital count for the solid 
line or the albedo value in percentages 
for the dotted line. 


